In this paper, we propose a general framework for nonlinear multigrid inversion applicable to any inverse problem in which the forward model can he naturally represented at differing resolutions. In multigrid inversion, the pmblem is adjusted to be solved at each resolution by using the solutions at both fmer and coarser resolutions. To do this, we formulate a consistent set of coarse scale cost fuictionals to ultimately reduce the h e s t scale one. At each resolution, both the fonvard model and inverse problems are discretized at the lower resolution; thus reducing computation. Our simulation results for the application of optical difision tomography indicate the potential for fast and robust convergence.
INTRODUCTION
A large class of image processing problems depends on the solution of inverse problems. To solve inverse problems. most algorithms work by performing all computations using a fixed discretization grid, hut fixed-Fid algorithms tend to have slow convergence for large nonlinear inverse problems. In some new imaging modalities, such as optical diffusion tomography (ODT), electrical impedance tomography, thermal wave imaging, and microwave imaging, the forward models are described by partial differential equations (PDEs). These applications present particularly challenginginverseproblems because the forwardmodel islllghly nonlinear and computationally demanding to evaluate. In [I, 21, nonlinear nidtigrid optiniization algorithms were used to reduce the computation required to solve the ODT inverse problem. However, a disadvantage of this approach is that it depended on successive linearization of the forward model. Related techniques have been independently proposed for the application of nonlinear multigrid methods to other optimization problems [3] .
In this paper we propose a method we call multigrid inversion that is applicable to a wide variety of inverse problems. n e multigrid inversion algorithm results from the application of recursive niultigrid techniques to optimization arising fiom inverse problems. The method works by dynamically adjusting the cost functionals at different scales so that they are consistent with, and ultimately reduce, the h e s t scale cost functional.
A key innovation in our approach is that the resolution of both the forward and inverse models are vaned at different grid resalulions. This makes our method particularly well suited to the solution of inverse problems with PDE forward models for a number of reasons: (1) The computation is dramatically reduced by using coarse grids to solve both the fonvard model PDE and its inversion; (2) the coarse grid forward model is computed using a dis- cretized versioii of the true PDE, thereby preserving its nonlinear characteristics; (3) a wide variety of linear or nonlinear fixed-grid optimization methods can be used for solving the inverse problem at each grid.
COST FUNCTION
Let y be a (real or complex) measurement vector, and let x he a h i t e dimensional vector representing the unknown quantity, in our case an image, to be reconstructed. The objective of inverse problems is to compute x from y. This inversion can be reduced to an optimization problem. In this paper, we use a cost functional 121 where f(x) is the forward model which represents the computed means of the measurements given the image r, A is a positive definite weight matrix, P is the dimensionality of the measurement (i.e. the length of y in real-valued data, or twice its length in complex-valued data), S(z) is a stabilizing functional used to regularize the inverse, and 11wlli = w"Aw. Note that the logarithm in (I) results from hcarporating the automatic estimate of the measurenient noise as in 121. However, our method is equally applicable to the case when a auadratic norm is used without the logarithm
NONLINEAR MULTIGRID INVERSION
Once the cost functional of (1) is formulated, the inverse is computed by minimizing the cost function with respect to x. In this section. we derive the basic m u b g i d inversion algorithm for solving the minimization of (1).
'd image, and let z(q) be a c o m e resolution representation of xE with a grid samphg period of 2' times the h e s t grid sampling period. To obtain a coarser resolution image x(q+') from a h e r resolution image x(q), we use the relation x'*+') = I(p+')x(q), where I : ; : ' ) is a linear decimation matrix. We use I ! : : , ) to denote the corresponding linear interpolation matrix.
We deline a cost functional, with a form analogous to that of (I) at scale q, and thus evaluation ofthe forward model at low resolution substantially reduces computatiou due to the reduced number of variables. The quantity ylq) denotes an adjusted measweinrut vector at scale q. The stabilizing fmctional at each scale is fixed and chosen to best approximate the fine scale functional.
In the remainder afthis section, we explain how the cost functional~ at each scale can be matched to produce a consistent solution. Specifically, our objective is to derive recursive expressions for the quantities gIQ)and dq) that match the cost functionals at fine and coarse scales. We do not describe in this paper how to adjust the stabilizing functional. For an example of the choice of coarse scale stabilizing functional, see [2] , whcre the generalized Gaussian Markov random field (GGMRF) model is used for the image prior model in maximum a posferiori (MAP) estimation.
Let dql he the cument solution at grid q. We would like to improve this solution by first performing iterations of fixed-grid optimization at the coarser grid q + 1. and then using th~s result to correct the finer grid solution. .This coarse grid update is g~v w by c Fixed.Grid.Update(l~~~":~lq), dqt')(.)) (3) where j.l9+') is the updated value, and the operator Fixed.Grid.Update(z;,it, c( .)) is any fixed-grid update algorithm designed to reduce the cost functional e(.) starting with the initial value zinit. In (3), the initial condition 1~~T " d q '
is formed by decimating zIq1. We may now use this result to update the finer grid solution. We do this by interpolating the cliaqe in the coamer scale solution as . .
condition scale Intuitively. the term in the bracket compensates for the forward model mismatch between resolutions.
Next, we use the condition introduced in [I, 21 to enforce the condition that the gradients of the coarse and fine cost functionals be equal at the current values of dn) and dqf') = I ( q + l ) z l q ) .
More precisely, we enforce the condition that 19) ... This problem of inconsistent cost functionals is eliminated if scale cost fUnctionals are equal within an addithe fine and tive constant. This means we would like This condition is essential to assuring that the optimum solution is a fixed point of the multigrid inversion algorithm [Z] , and is illustrated maphically in Fiz. 1. In Section 4, we will also show how The multigrid-V algorithm [4] is obtained by applying this two-grid algorithm recursively in resolution, as shown in the pseudocode in Fig. 2 . After initialization of do) + 0 and y ( ' ) + y, we can then minhnize (I) through iterative application of the MultigridV(-) subroutine at resolution 0. During each iteration, the multigrid-V algorithm moves from the finest to the coarsest resolutions, and subsequently moves back to the finest resolution. In Fig 2. 
we use the notation c (~+~) ( z (~+~' ;
Y (~+ ' ) , rCq+')) to make the dependency on y(q+l) and rIq+') explicit.
CONVERGENCE O F MULTIGRID INVERSION
Multigrid inversion can he viewed as a method to simplify a poteutially expensive optimization by temporarily replacing the original cost f m d a n a l by a lowcr resolution one. In fact, there is a large class of optimization methods which depend on the use of so-called surrogate fmictionals. or functional substitution methods to speed or simplify optimization. A classic example of a surrogate functional is the Q-function used in the expectation-maximiion (EM) algorithm [SI. More recently, the surrogate functional approach was applied to tomography problems in a m e r that allowed parallel updates of pixels in the computation of penalized maximum likelihood (ML) reconstructions [ 6 ] .
The application of surrogate functionals used in multigrid inversion is unique in that the substituting functional is at a coarser scale and therefore has an argunient of lower dimension. As with traditional approaches, the surrogate functiOM1 should be designed to guarantee monotone convergence of the original cost functional. In the case of the multigrid algorithm. a sequence of optimization limctionals ai varying resolutions should he designed so that the entie multigrid update decreases the h e s t resolution cost. 
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properly chosen coarse scale functional caa upper bound the fine scale functional, and the coarse scale update is guaranteed to reduce the fine scale cost. nie concepts illustrated in Fig. 1 can he formalized into conditions that guarantee that each iteration ofthe multigrid algorithm reduces the fine grid cost functional. In this case. we say that the multigrid algorithm is monotone. The following theorem, proved in [7] , gives a set of conmtions which guarantee that the multigrid inversion algorithm is monotone. 1. The fixed-grid update is monotone for 0 5 q < Q.
nreorem: (Multigrid Monotone
Corn~ergeace
<('I(. )
is convex on R"" for n < q < Q.
3. The adjustment vector T(qfil is given by (lo) for 0 5 q < Q. 4. v?)+v:'l) ? 1 for0 5 p < Q.
Then, the multigrid algorithm of Fig. 2 is monotone for do) 
(. ).
The conditions 1, 3, and 4 of the Theorem are easily satisfied for most problems. However, the difficulty lies in satisfying condition 2? convexity of E l q ) ( . ) for q > 0. If the eigenvalues of the Hessianof<(q)(. ) are lower-bounded, the convexity conditioncan be satisfied by adding a coilvex term, such as y l I d q ) /
12, to E(q)( . )
for q > 0, where y is a sufficiently large constant. However, addition of such a term tends to slow convergence by making the coarse scale corrections too conservative.
When the forwzd model is given by a PDE, it can he difficult or impossible to verify or guarantee the convexity condition of 2.
Nonetheless. the theorem still gives insight into the convergence behavior of the algorithm, and in Section 5.2 we will show that empirically, for the difficult problem of ODT, the convergence of tlie multigrid algorithm is monotone in all cases. even without the addition of any convex terms.
APPLICATION TO OPTICAL DIFFUSION TOMOGRAPHY

Optical diffusion tomography
Optical diffusion tomography (ODT) is a method for determining spatial maps of optical properties from several bounday measurements of light transmitted through a highly scattering medium resulting cost functional is of the same form as (I), and we can use the multigrid inversion algorithm developed in Section 3 to solve the required optimization problem.
Numerical Results
We examined the performance ofthe nonlinear multigrid inversion algorithm for the ODT problem. We used a cubic tissue phantom formed by two spherical pa inhomogeneities embedded in a background value of pa which varied linearly from 0.01 cm-' to 0.04 cm-' along the %-direction. The diffusion coefficient D was homogeneous with D = 0.03 cm. Eight sources and nine detectors were located on each face. All source-detector pairs were used, except those on the same face ofthe cube. Gaussian shot noise was added to the data, and the average signal-to-noise ratio for sources and detectors on opposite faces was 35 dB. For simplicity, we reconstructed only absorption coefficients. All than the fixed-grid algorithm (-39392), and the rwt-mean-square image error for the multigrid reconstructions (0.0069 to 0.007) was lower than the k e d algorithm (0.0081). In Fig. 4 , the image quality ofmultigrid reconstmction was significantly better than the fixed-grid reconstruction.
To investigate the sensitivity of convergence with respect to initialization, we performed reconstructions with a poor initial estimate, i.e. a value of 1.75 times the true phantom's average value. when reconstructions were initialized with a poor initial guess. Figure 5 shows that the three and four level multigrid algorithms converged rapidly. In particular, the four level multigrid algorithm converged ahnost as rapidly as it did when initialized with the true phantom's average value. The fixed-grid algorithm changed very little from the initial estimatc even after 300 iterations, and the two gridalgorithmprogressed slowly. These results suggest tliat higher level multigrid algorithms are necessary to overcome the effects of a poor initial estimate.
CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a multigrid inversion algorithm which is particularly well suited for nonlinear inverse problems with forward models given by the solution to a PDE. Experimental results for the ODT application have shown the potential for very large computational savings and robust convergence with a range of initialization conditions.
